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Abstract

We demonstrate the use of a visual data-mining tool for non-technical domain experts
within organizations to facilitate the extraction of meaningful information and
knowledge from in-house databases. The tool is mainly based on the basic notion of
grouping association rules. Association rules are useful in discovering items that are
frequently found together. However in many applications, rules with lower frequencies
are often interesting for the user. Grouping of association rules is one way to overcome
the rare item problem. However some groups of association rules are too large for ease
of understanding. In this chapter we propose a method for clustering categorical data
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based on the conditional probabilities of association rules for data sets with large
numbers of attributes. We argue that the proposed method provides non-technical users
with a better understanding of discovered patterns in the data set.

Introduction

Traditional manual data analysis is becoming impractical in many domains as data volume
grows exponentially. Depending on the type of analysis, several Knowledge Discovery
in Databases (KDD) methods such as classification, regression, clustering and associa-
tion rules use automated artificial intelligence, and mathematical and statistical tech-
niques for the task. Frawley, Piatetsky-Shapiro, and Matheus (1992, p. 57) define KDD
as “the non-trivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful
information from the data.” The overall process of finding and interpreting patterns from
data involves repeated application of the following steps — data selection, data pre-
processing, data transformation, data mining, discovery interpretation / evaluation. KDD
is a process involving human interactions. There are traditionally two human roles in any
KDD process — a domain expert role and a data miner role. A data miner is someone who
primarily uses sophisticated KDD technology in conjunction with existing data sources
as the basis for discovering useful patterns in the data. A domain expert is a person with
a comprehensive knowledge of a certain domain. However, some domain experts are non-
data miners (e.g., data analyst and database administrator) and some are data miners (e.g.,
external KDD specialist).

A data miner can gather knowledge either from the domain expert or from a domain
knowledge repository. However the domain expert is fully dependent on the data miner.
One of the reasons that exploitation of KDD technology is not fully implemented within
organizations is that the majority of KDD tools currently available are expensive and
complex adjuncts to database management systems. Their operation typically requires
specialist operators. Furthermore the countless data-mining techniques function in such
different ways that even KDD experts cannot be expected to be proficient with all
approaches. The specialist knowledge required and the cost of KDD tools militate against
their use for non-technical domain experts. We argue that by implementing a balanced
relationship between the domain expert and the data miner, the organization will benefit
by exploiting its KDD technology at all organizational levels. To explain this further we
consider the implementation of KDD technology in an organization.

Goebel and Gruenwald (1999) investigated the use of almost all mainstream commercial
KDD products and reported that deploying KDD technology in an organization is
traditionally implemented through the following three phases:

1. First, KDD studies are performed by the data-mining specialists (external consult-
ants). (See Figure 1.)

2. Once the profitability of KDD is proven, data-analysis experts apply the KDD
techniques (possibly with the help of a domain expert who has strong domain
knowledge). (See Figure 2.)
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